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Our In-Curricular workshops provide engaging and inspiring creative dance experiences to any
given year group/key stage, tailored specifically to the needs of your group, delivered by one of
our experienced Blue Moose Dance Artists. 

Our pupil-led and creative approach ensures each individual has the opportunity to express
themselves to their full potential and be successful, whilst working at their own pace. 

"The workshops were delivered with great
energy and pace. They also helped me

massively with warm up and lesson
structure ideas; particularly with

challenging Year 6 pupils."
Kate Sanatmera, Teacher, 
Larkholme Primary School

Bespoke Schemes of Work are created around your chosen theme/topic/dance style providing
cross-curricular learning opportunities for your pupils and ongoing support for you as teachers.
All Schemes of Work are provided to your school for internal use, including differentiation
support and music ideas. 

Our In-Curricular workshops also provide staff with professional development opportunities as
our Artists share new skills, ideas and optional shadowing opportunities to inspire confidence
and creativity within your own delivery. 

"Blue Moose are fantastic and always
provide high level dance material. They are

great at communicating with the
children and meeting all their needs. They

make dance interesting and exciting
and have the ability to engage all children."

Georgina Jackson



4 weeks

1 class 

£320

6 weeks 

1 class 

£480

Hannah Tongue - Education Co-Ordinator
education@bluemoosedance.org.uk

www.bluemoosedance.org.uk
Social Media: @bluemoosedance

All Package options are flexible and can be tailored to meet the specific needs of your group. Delivery is also available
without Schemes of Work for a reduced rate. To discuss the package options, book a workshop for your school, or if you

have any further questions, get in touch!

PACKAGES AVAILABLE:

6 weeks 

4 classes

£1800

ARTIST-IN-RESIDENCE OFFER!
Resident in your school for one day per
week, teaching up to 4 classes per day!


